BOX INCLUDES

Antenna
Coaxial Cable
Coaxial Adapter
USB Power Adapter*

*Actual USB power adapter may differ in appearance.

Antenna Mounting Hardware

- x4 - Screws
- x4 - Washers
- x4 - Outdoor Screws
- x2 - Wingnuts
- x1 - U-Bolt
- x2 - Carriage Bolts
- x2 - Flange Nuts

Para español, visite gomohu.com/setup
RF SPLITTER (NOT PROVIDED) INSTALLATION

**IF USING AN RF SPLITTER (NOT PROVIDED), CORRECT INSTALLATION IS VERY IMPORTANT. IMPROPER INSTALLATION MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE TV.**

---

**DO NOT CONNECT RF SPLITTER HERE**

DO NOT connect RF splitter to the coaxial cable attached to the antenna..

**CONNECT RF SPLITTER HERE**

The RF splitter (not provided) should ONLY be connected to the coaxial cable attached to the power injector.

**NOTE:** the amplifier must be connected between the antenna and RF splitter.
1 Select mounting location, ideally wood framework (in attic) or outside (roof / siding).
   A Position the mounting bracket (flat surface to wood) to create an “I” shape when viewed from straight on.
   B Secure the mounting bracket by using the four large outdoor screws.

2 Place the u-bolt under the bottom toothed plate, and secure the plate with the four included screws and washers to the antenna.

Sandwich the mounting tube between the bottom and top toothed brackets and secure with the included wingnuts.

Insert the short end of the mounting tube into the mounting bracket.

Use the two Carriage bolts and washers to secure the mounting tube to the mounting bracket.
The power injector must be connected in order for the antenna to function. Attach the antenna to the end of the power injector using the long coaxial cable. Plug the injector’s USB cable into the included AC power adaptor or other USB power source. Plug the coaxial adapter into the Power Bridge and attach the power injector’s coaxial cable.